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Chapter 1 Introduction
liver since the commencement of taxation, taxes have
played a djmamic and influential role in the lives of every
taxpayer. At the very beginning it is true that this influence
was not felt to the same extent that it is at the present
time .
It is the purpose of this thesis to make a detailed
examination of the income tax Is.w, which was pas-^^ed by the
state legislature in 1913, as v/ell as the events leading up
to the passage of this act. In order to study the developm.ent
of the act since it was passed it will be necessary to examine
the reports which are made annually by the Gomitiissioner of
Taxation.
In chapter 2 the historical background of the tax
will be examined.lt seems pertinent to the understanding of
the thesis that this data should be made clear at the outset.
If this historical background were limited to the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts the whole picture would not be given and the
description as a whole would suffer from incompletness .There-
fore it is deem.ed advisable to depict some of the events which
have taken place in other countries as well.
In chapter 3 an endeavor v/ill be made to explain the
intention and purpose of the Massachusetts income tax.The prim-
ary purpose of all taxes is to raise revenue through compulsory
contributions to b^ used for public purposes .Vhile it is quite
true that this end has been accomplished by the Massachusetts
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income tax, the intention in originating the tax was somewhat
different as will be clarified by the description of the tax
in this chapter.
In chapter 4 it seems appropiate to present the evol-
ution of the income tax. As v/ill be seen later the situation v/as
the same here in Massachusetts as in other states and countries,
which encountered similar experiences in arriving at the levy-
ing of the income tax to supplement or take the place of the
other taxes.
In chapter 5 the preliminary procedure to change
the Massachusetts constitution is explained.
In chapter 6 the diverse parts of the i^assachusetts
income tax law are explained :Types of income t axed, exempt ions
,
returns , assessments , administration, collections , abatements ,and
penalties
.
In chapter 7 the various changes which have been
made in the lav/ are explained.
In chapter B the important court decisions are set
forth.
In chapter 9 the reports of the Cominis sioner of
Taxation are examined to shovv ho// the act developed and was
administered after it was passed.
In chapter 10 a comparison of the problem of income
taxation in Massachusetts is made c/ith those of the other states
In chapter 11 the conclusions are set forth.
(
Chapter 2 Historical Background
The history of the llassachusett s income tax dates
back to the earl/ lavvs of the Lias sachusett s Bay Colony. The
1
National Industrial Conference jioard has foimd that Massach-
usetts is the only state that has had some kind of partial
income tax in effect continously since the early colonial
period.
In order to arrive at a composite picture of the
history of the income tax it will be necessary to examine the
tax as it has existed in some of the other counti-ies.
^ome authors have found that the income tax ante-
cedes the Christian era and there might have been one in ]igypt
as early as 6000 B.C. .
During the middle ages taxes did not play the
gigantic role in the lives of the people that they do at the
present time. At that time most revenue was derived from, feudal
payments v/hich v/ere exacted by the feudal lord.These feudp-.l
payments were made to a large extent in kind .'/vith a rise of a
money economy taxes began to play an overwhelming part in the
revenue of the various rulers oC the time.
2
According to E.R. Selirman "The only important country
in v/hich v/e find the income tax developed for state purposes
1
National Industrial Conference Board, The Fiscal Problem In
Massachusett s , (New York : National Industrial Conference
Board, 1931, 354 pp
)
2
iidwin R.A. 3eligman,The Income Tax ,(New YorkrThe Hacmillan
Company lt;21,74o pp. p 49l
1
4before the nineteenth century is France." The 'taille' was the
most important French tax during the midcile ages. This was
originally a domain tax but became a national tax in 14^.9
,
althourh it was intended, to include personalty , it became prect-
ically an apportioned tax on agricultural land. In 17 3.0 a tax
known as dixieme or tenth v/as introduced .This v/as supposed to
be a tax of ten per cent on all incomes throughout the country
1
E.R.Seligman says,
"The dixieme was supposed to be a general
income tax reaching income of four kinds;
namely from real estate, from salaries,
from securities , and from business. But the
tax soon showed the same v/eaknesses as
its predecessors .One by one various in-
divisuals and classes secured exemptions
from the tax. Especially the vingtieme
d ' Industrie , the income tax on business,
soon became a farce. The historians tell
us of the ludicrous yield(le rendem.ent
ddrisoire)of the tax, and before long not
only did the Tenth and Twentieth become
quite as arbitrary as the capitation,but
what was originally a percentage tax be-
came an apportioned tax
a development entirely analogous to that
of the land tax in England."
Enr^-land h^s had an income tax since 1798.This was
largely an outgro.vth of the industrial revolution and the wars
with France .The income tax in England has existed in its presenlj
form for about 100 years.
Prussia supplemented the classified poll tax in
1851 by an income tax on the larger incomes throughout the
kingdom,by 1891 the classified poll tax had given way entirely
to a progressive income tax.
1 ibid ,p 52
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In the United States the income tax vyaa imposed in
18o2 and again in 1^94,but the present tax did not becoi'ie ef-
fective until 1913.
In 1534 the Massachusetts Bay Colony passed one of
the fir^t tax laws in the American colonies .This provided for
the assessment of each man "according to his estate and with
1
consideration of all other abilityes whatsoever."
In 1643 the New Plymouth Colony api. ointed assessors
to rate all individuals in that colony, 'according to their
estates or faculties , that is, according to goods, lands improoued
2 3
faculties and sonall abillities." li;. K.oeligman says,
"The court order of 164'^. provides not
only for the assessment of personal
and real estate,but distinctly m.ent-
ions ' laborers , artificers , and handi-
craftsmen' as subject to taxation."
risre it is evident that it was intense., to tax personal
income as well as property.
1
ibid, p 368
2
ibid, p 368
5
ibid, p 368
c
Chapter 3 Intention of the Tax
In order to more thoroughly understand the r.iassach-
usetts income tax law it is necessary at first to make a pre-
liminary investi^t^ation of the intention that the individuals
favored the adoption of this law and those who f['a..ed it had in
mind,The law did not have its origin solely for the purpose of
raising revenue or increasing tb.e then existent revenue .There
existed at that time many evils as a result of the prevalent
law governing the tax on general property . i-'hilip Nichols writ-
1
ing about this period says,
"The real object of the statute v/as not
so much to produce additional revenue
for public use, as to provide a more
satisfactory system for the taxation
of intangible personal property than
that which had been in use since in-
tangible ^.ersonal property l.ad come
into existence."
During the colonial period, and for some time after,
it v/as the usual practice to tax all personal property at its
'situs' and also ±z vvas customary for the owner of all personal
property to pay this tax on personal property on the value
placed upon it by the assessors at the same rate as if it had
been a piece of real e.i:,ate.For instance, if the rate on real
estate in the pai-ticulgr town in •diich the individual resided
had been by chance set at 5 per thousand and this person had
been assessed for ^2000 v/orth of intangible property then he
would have to pay a tax of $10. It is not very difT^icult to tax
1
Philip i'iichols
,
Taxation In iviassachusetts
,
( Boston :Finiancial
Publishing Company ,1933 ,Third Edition, 9o3 pp , p 463)
cc
I
a house or a factory or business vhen they are all located in
in the s^me town. For it would be impossible to hide a house or
a factory from the assessors during the time that they were
assessing personal pro..erty .Nevertheless , it is an entirely
different mati,er when the assessors are confron ed ./ith task
of ascex'taining the value of int8n,o:ible personal property .Under
these circumstances it is comparatively easy to conceal the ex-
act am.)unt of intangible property that one has in his possessior
For in contrast to a house or a factory this intangible persona](
property is not visible to ^-he assessors.
Another factor involved in this consideration is
thtt the rate levied on this intangible personal property, as
well as all other property , varies from town to tovm. Since this
property is taxed at the residence of the ov/ner it developed
that it would become extremely profitable for an individual who
possr^ssed an excessive amount of intangible personal property
to take up his residence in a place where the tax rate was ex-
ceedingly small and where the assessors possessed a reputation
of great leni-.ncy in regard to putting the^e te porary resi-
dents down for merely a trifling amount , which would result in a
meagre fractional : report ion of the regular amount that they
would have received in thoir real place of resioence.lt is not
at all surprising that this situation evolved under these cir-
cumstances .
In the larger cities the tax rate was usually very
high,while in the smaller to ;ns the tax rate was usually very

low, It was a common practice for individuals , who had large in-
comes, to own a suirjTier dv/elling in these smaller tov/ns. Con-
sequently , it vvas an easy matter for then to participate in a
^ :_:reat exodus to these smaller places the day before the tax
was due in order to establish residence thei'e,and return to
the city the following ni^dit.On account of these evasions of
the law, for they could not possibly be termed vlt^lat ions ,an
extremely large amount of revenue vvas lo^t to the cities where
these indiviciuals resided for th" rreater part of the year.
This situation is ver-y prevalent when a tax diff-
ers from town to town and it is possible to either transfer
the object which is taxed or the residence of the individual
who has to pay the tax.'vhen each town or city levies their
own tax rate individually , each place usually has a different
tax rate. If the state has the preogatlve of collecting the
tax for the various towns and cities, the rate is uniform
throughout the whole comm.onwealth.This is exactly the circum-
stance under the present income tax la.; for j assachusett s .This
was one of the evils which the present law vvas intended to
circumvent .
1
Philip Nichols says,
'The evil v/as aggravated by the inevitable
effect of such asserted changes in domi-
cile in making tax rates of the towns in
which domicile was claimed grow lower and
I
lower as the aggragate of taxable prop-
1
ibid
,
p464-4S5
f
erty was thus illegitimately increased,
while the tax rate of the cities deserted
for purposes of assessment only by their
wealthiest inhabitants was corresponding-
ly increased .Furthermore , when a small town
might acquire an increase of its ta:j^able
propertv by the mere assertion of a
wealthy summer resident's intent to make
it his legal residence , the temptation to
an express or implied undei-standing that
if the taxpayer would make the town his
domicile the assessors would deal len-
iently with him was almost irresistible;
and, if there was no such understanding,
the assessors of small country towns
were seldom men of sufficient business
enterprise to be able to make any es-
timate of the probable wealth of the
newcomer, or lacked the time or means
to make an extensive examination of
the subject .Even if they had ths inclin-
ation, the time -nd the means, the re was no
means by w) ich they could unearth the hold-
ings of one of their summer residents in the
stocks and bonds of the innumerable corp-
orations of other states and ot}'er count-
rie;s.As a consequence of these various in-
fluences,men generally recognized as mill-
ioaires escaped with a nominal personal
property tax and hardly a fifth of the
personal property in this commonwealth
was subject to taxation; and much of that
was assessed in tovms whose tax rates were
lo'vest . •'
The state is in a much better position to collect
the tax on intangible personal property for the various tovms
and cities for not only is the tax rate uniform throughout the
commonwealth ,but the state has many more opportunities o^ dis-
covering the exact amount of intangible personal pro,. erty than
the various tov/ns and cities. Their facilities are larrer to a
great extent, and in m.any instances the methods that they em-
ploy are much more refined in accomplishing this undertaking.
At the present time all Massachusetts corr.orations as well as

10
foreign corporations who do business In iia3<=;achu3etts are ob-
liged to make reports to the cominonv/e&lth in regf-r to the
ownership of stocks and bonds in their respective corporations.
Thus, it is comparatively simple for a clerk to check these re-
ports and perhaps discover that some individual has inadvert-
ently neglected to include the revenue from certain stocks
and bonds in his return.\'Vhile it is quite true that this does
not exclude all possibilities of evasion as many foreign corp-
ora tions do not neces3arily do business in the Comr;ion;V'?alth of
Massachusettis ,and thus it can not be all incluiive , nevertheless
it serves as a very excellent preventive check.
It was to remedy such evil practices that the income
tax lav; was passed in 1916. The re were early x-eforms , v/Idch pre-
ceded the pas age of this act and they will be tr-ated in the
folio x'iing chapt e r .
cc
Chapter 4 Evolution of the Tax
By income in this chapLei- is meant personal income
only. The income ,v;hich is derived from corporations is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
1
Professor H.L.Lutz d.efines income as
,
"a gain derived from cai)ital ,from labor, or
from both combined, provided that it be
understood to include profit gained through
the sale or conversion of capital assets.''
In the Commonwoaltli of Massachusetts under the present income
tax la./ only certain types of income are taxable .The types of
income which are taxable are treated in detail in chapter 6 of
tiriis thesis.
The early tax on intangible personal property was
described in chapte- two of this thesis. It is the purpose of
this chapter to describe t}je early reforms «vhich were iiiade in
regard to this tax. Also ib is inr-ended to include some of the
sugj^estions by proponents of various changes which ?/ould have
made very ^reat changes in the ta>. laws if they had been adopt-
ed.This will bring the controvei-sial aspects of the case up to
the passage of the forty-fourth amendm.ent to the constitution
of the Gomriionwealth of Massachusetts , which had to precede the
the passage of the income tax law of l^lt^.The passage of this
amendment to the constitution v/ill be descdbed in the f o lov/-
ing chapt-:.r.
1
Barley Leist Lutz, Public Finance
,
(New YorkrD.Ap, le ton-Century
Company, Inc .1:^47 , Fourth li;dition,718 pp p3o9 )
cc
In IBS.-; a law was oas seel , which made it mandatory for
the savings bank-s to pay a tax on their deposits .This method
introduced the system known popularly as stoppa£;-e at the
source ."Under this system the hanks pay a tax on all of their
deposits for their depositors .After the pa3^a£;'e of this act it
was no longer necessary to include the 3avin;;,s in Massachusetts
Saving Banks when they listed the personal property annually.
Since the passage of the l-Jl'6 income tax law this tax has cont-
inued, out the individual does not have to include this source
of revenue in his state income tax return, although that is not
the case vdien the Individual is calculating his return for pur-
poses of federal income taxes, for then it is necessary that
this source of revenue be included in the total for the year.
In 1834 a similar law was enacted , which introduced a
tax on the capital stock in r-iassachusetts corporations .The
stoppage at the source was also th method which was used to
collect the tax un'ier this law. The same procedure .vas follov/ed
after the passage of the income tax I&n of 1,;16 as was employed
with the tax on the savings in MassachiJ.setts SAvings Banks .
The tax on the capital stock of foreign corporations v;hich in-
cludes all corporations outside the Gomr-ionweaith of i^iassach-
usetts remained the same as existed previously.
In IbBl a special law v;as pas ed governing the tax
on mortgages on taxable iiassachusett s realty. rrior to the pass-
age of this act both the .riortgagee and the mortgagor haa to pay
the tax on the mortgat e . In actual practice the result was that
rc
the mortgagor was usually cai able of escaping this tax. For,
here again, it was difficult to ascertain who actually held
the mortgages .After the passage of this act only the mortgagee
or the mortgagor was required to pay the tax. It was usually
agreed that the mortgagor would pay the tax, although there
were exceptions to '.:his general rule. In the case where the
mortgage or the mortgages exceeded the assessed valuation of
the property it was necessary for the holder of the last mort-
gage to pay a tax on this excess amount.
Personal earnings over 2,000 (faculty-income )
and stocks bonds and notes were taxed under the general prop-
erty tax prior to 1916 v/hen the income tax law was enacted by
the legislature.
The fhysioci-at 3 believed thst the extractive in-
dustries wei-e the only ones which produced a surplus, and pro-
posed a single tax on 'he net income from land.
Henry George , "Progress and foverty
"
, 1879 proposed
that the ' govei-raiient should ar.propiate economic rent relieving
labor and thrift from taxation.
It is generally agreed among writers on the subject
that diversity in taxation is more sa risfactory than a single
tax, nevertheless , single taxi--s have be n proposed, as the pre-
ceding example 3 illustrate . In Llassachusetts , although no single
tax has been reposed that I know, in regard to the income tax
it has been felt prior to the passafe of the 1j15 income tax
law that he tax should be made more effective or abolished
f
from the statute^s.In 1875 a special tax coininission was ap-
pointed to investii ate the system of taxation in : assachusetts.
1
Seli^anan says the reported,
"no one of our taxes reveals so ^;reat a
lack of uniformity in its construction
and enforcement , and such a wide differ-
ence in opinion as to its w(^rth,as is
found with reference to the income tax."
In many comjaunlties the faculty -^ax on incomes was
entirely ignored , while in obhers very little attention was
2
paid to it.:)eligman says one man, ''objected strongly to what
he considered the undue exemption of two thousand dollars."
1
Seligm.an, 0£. cit . p 391
2
ihid,p 392
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Chapter 5 The i4th Artiendment
In iM'ovenjber of l'dl5 the leople ap,;rovr;ci -j.na rt. L.i'ied
the 44th amendment to the con ^- tit at ion of this commonwealth,
which is stated as follov/s:
'Full pov/er and authority are hei-eby
given and granted to the general court
to impose and levy a tax on incomes
in the manner hereinafter provided.
Such tax may be at different rates
upon Income derived from different
classes of property ,hut shall be
levied at a uniform rate throufh-out
the commonwealth upon income derived
from the same class of property.The
general court may tax income not re-
ceived from property at a lower rate
than income derived from property,
and may grant reasonable exemptions
and abatements .Any class of property
the income from which is taxed under
the provisions of this article may be
exempted from the imposition and levy-
ing of proportional and reasonable
assessments , rates and ta:-:es as at
present authorized by the constitut-
ion."
Before an income tax law could be passed it was nec-
essary to make this amendment to the constitution of the
commonwealth. On May lo,lc;15 the state legislature adopted an
amendment to the Sta-te Constitution, sti'iking out the v/ord pro-
portional in relation to taxation,
1
Philip Nichols says,
"The real purpose of the forty-fourth amend-
ment v/as to authorize the taxation of the
classes of income which are taxed by the
present law, the amendment itself is not so
1
Nichols, £2. cit . p46b
c
limited,but authorities the taxation of
income of every class and description
which the legislature may at any time
see fit to tax."
The terras of the amendment do ,however
,
place restrict-
ions on the taxation of incomes .Philip Nichols treats of these
1
limitations ,vvhen he says,
"In the first place, there is the limit-
ation imposed by the amendment itself
that the tax shall be levied at e un-
form rpte throuf;;hout the comanonwealth
upon incomes derived from the same
class of property ,which ..rohibits a
graded income tax as is imposed by the
federal law, and also prohibits income
taxes in force in certain cities and
towns only, or imposed at different
rates in different cities and towns."
1
Ibid
, pp 468-439
ee
Chapter 6 Operation of the Law
After the Forty-fourth Amendment to the constitut-
ion of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts had been ratified and
approved by the people of jvlassachusett 3 in 1915, the state leg-
islature facilitated the enactment of an income tax lav>/ exped-
itiously the following year.
It is the primary purpose of this chapter to des-
cribe in detail the various parts of this law enacted by the
legislature • It is quite evident that in a law , which, is of such
a nature as this one, some sections v/ill be more important than
others and some sections will require more detailed descript-
ions than others, 30 therefore all sections .vlll not be r.';iven
e^ual lenfa:th in the treatment of that particular sect ion. Also
it might be said that some sections cover a rreat many more
d-;tail3 tlian do others.
The Massachusetts income tax is usually referred
to as a partial or classified income tax.The reason that this
custom is prevalent is due to the fact th;. t only certain types
of income or the incom.e from particular specified sources are
able to be taxed under the terms whicb are provided by the var-
ious parts of the lav?.
This is in markea contrast to the practice which
is folio -ved by the 'lepartment of Internal Revenue in levying
the federal income tax. In general, it might be y^ell stated that
under the fedei-al inome tax lav taxes are collected on the in-
comes .vhich are received by th- various individuals and only

then permits certain deductions for specified reasons and
under ver/ exact and precise circumstances.
Section one provides that a tax upon incories be lev-
ied in 1917 and in each of the following years afterwards as
set forth in the other parts of the act.
A) The Types of Income Taxed
Section two provides for the taxation of incomes
which are derived from certain intan^^lbles . A tax of six per
cent per annum v/as levied on the income from bonds , notes ,money
at interest and all debts dua the person to be taxed . The
1
Massachusetts Statutes states,
"Sec.>; Income of the follov/ing classes
received by any inhabitant of this
comjnonv/ealth during the calendar year
prior to the assessment of the tax
shall be taxed at the rate of six per
cent per annum:
(a)Interest from bonds , notes ,money
at interest and all d .bts due the per-
son to be taxed, except from:
First :Deposits in any savings bank
chartered by this commonwealth or in
the Massachusetts hospital Life Insur-
ance Com.pany,or such of the deposits
in the savings department of any trust
compan,/ so chartered as do not exceed
in amount the limits imposed upon de-
posits in savings banks by section
forty-six of chapter five hundred and
ninety of the acts of the year nine-
teen hundred and eight, and the acts
in amendment thereof and in addition
thereto
.
Second :Bonds of the United States
and such bonds notes and certificates
1
Prank A. lJorth,The Inc ome Tax , (Boston: Johnson and North 1917
139 pp pp 107-108
r
of indebtedness of the comrrionwealth
and of political subdivisions there-
of as are exempt from taxation under
the provisions of clause fifteen
of section five of Part 1 of chapter
four hundred and ninety of the acts
of the year nineteen hundred and nine
and the act in amendment thereof and
in addition thereto.
Third: Loans secured entirely by
mortga;^;es of real estate , taxable as
real estate , situated within the com-
monvvealth, to an amount not exceeding
the assessed value of the mortgaged
real estate.''
In the case of the first exception the reason that
it "vvas not made subject to the tax resulted from the special
law which had already taxed this type of income un 'er the lav/
of 18S2.
The reason for the second exception v/as quite
different .The supreme court interpreted the const ".rurion to
mean that neither the federal govern.nent nor any of the sev-
eral states shall tax the instrumentalities of the other one.
The above is based on the decision vvhich was rendered by Chief
Justice John Marshall in "wcCulloch v. I-laryland" ( 1 319 ) and
"Osborn v. United states Bank" (1824) in which the Chief Just-
ice m-alnuained that taxes of such a nature ware unconst itut Ion
al on the ground that no state might destroy any a£.ency of the
feaeral
,
overniaent v/hich the Constitution allov/ed it to estab-
lish.
The rea-^.on for the third exception is quite similar
to the first exception in that 'his type of incom.e ha'i. al-
ready been taxed unde-- a special lav/ in 13 -.1.These two lav/s of
t
t1862 and 1881 have already been dt;3cribed in detail in chapter
4 30 they are only mentioned here in pas ;ing.
There is also a tax of six per cent per annum on the
shares of all corporat ion? organized outside of the Coimaonwea-
1th of ivia'ssachusett s .The Massachusetts st&tutes i-eads as foll-
1
ov/s
:
oec.2 (b ) "jjividends on shares in all corp-
orations and joint-stock compan-
ies organized under the laws of
any state or nation other than
this common'.vealth except such
foreign corporations as are sub-
ject to a tax upon their fran-
chises payable to this common-
wealth under the provisions of
forty-three and fifty-two of Fart
lllof chapter four hundred and
ninety of the acts of the year
nineteen hundred and nine, and
the acts in amendment thereof
and in addition thereto."
The reason the income from dividends and shares of Massach-
usetts corporations were not inclu:^ed in this category is that
this income was already taxed under a special law of lBn4,
The dividends on shares in partnerships and the
like are also taxed at the rate of six per cent per arnmn.The
Massachusetts statutes concer-ning this tax and certain except-
2
ions reaas as follov;s:
Sec.;^^ (c) Dividends on shares in partnerships,
associations or trusts, the beneficial
interests in which is represented by
transferable shares , except dividends
on shares of the following:
First tPartnerships , associations or
trusts, which file //ith the tax com-
missioner fchc agreement hereinafter
1 ibid,pl08
2 ibid,pl08-109

21
provided for, and the prox:>erty of which
consists exclusively of one or more of
the following kinds of property, to .vit:
real estate wherevt;r sitiu ted and sup-
plies therefor and receipts therefrom;
stocks of corporations taxable under the
provisions of forty-three and fifty-two
of part 111 of chapter four hundr d rnd
ninety of the acts of the year nineteen
hundred and nine and the acts in amend-
ment thereof and in addition thereto.
oecond: Partnerships ,as ^ociations or
trusts the beneficial inte/^est in v/hich
is represented by transferable shares,
which file such agreement and furnish
satisfactory pr of to the tax commiss-
ioner that two-thirds at least, of their
taxable property is taxed within the
the commonwealth, and that the remainder,
if taxable, is taxerl where it is situated."
Income from an annuity shall be taxed at the rate of
one half per cent per annujii.
The excess of gains over losses received by the tax-
payer from purchases or sales of intangible personal property,
whether or not the taxpayer in question is engaged in the bus-
iness of dealing in such property shall be taxed at the rate
of three per cent per annum.
The excess over two thousfir.d dollars of the. income de-
rived from professions , employments ,tran'.-' or business shall be
taxed at the rate of one and one half per cent per annujn. How-
ever, the following deductions are permitted: (1) oOO for the
taxpayer's wife or husband; (2).;260 for each child under
eighteen years of age and incapable of self support because of
mentfl or physical aeficiencies ; ( 3 ) 250 for either or both
parent entirely dependent upon the taxpayer for support.

B) Exemptions:
The foilov/ing exempt ions are permitted :Debts
,
except those which are securp;d. by mort£;a^';e or pled^.e of real
estate or tangible personal pro ertyjall debts owed by other
persons. A person v/ho has an income from all sources which does
not exceed six hundred dollars during: the year in which the
tax is assessed shall have an exemption of three hundred doll-
ars of that part of his income .vhich is liable to taxation
under section two of this act,
G ) heturns
In regard to the making of returns , every in-
dividual inhabitant of the commonwealth, including every part-
nership, association or trust ,vi/hose annual income from all
sources exceeds two thousands of dollars must make out a re-
turn of his entire income annually .Th re are exceptions in
which the income is not included in figuring the two thousand
dollars.The most important of these exceptions are: the in-
come derived from real estate, from the dividends exempt from
from taxation under section two of this income tax act of lyi^
from interest upon bonds or other obligations of the United
States, from interest upon bonds, notes and certificates of in-
debtedne iS of the comi'ionwealth and political subdivisions
thereof as are exempt from taxation and a fev/ certain other
classes of incoirie
.
D) Assessm.ent and Administration
The tax commissioner is o liged to determine the

income of every individual who is to be taxed unfer this act
an'j assess the amount of the tax provided by this income tax
act of 1916, The tax commissi .-ner has t:ie privile- e of making;:
certain rules and regulations on the cono.ition that they are
not inconsistent with the provisions of the act.
E) Collections
The 0 ommi 3 s I one r is obliged to give written notice
to every person assessed of th.. amount of the tax assessed as
well as the time the tax or any unpaid balance is required
to be paid. ..11 taxes received by the income tax assessors
has to be accounted for and turned over to the tax commiss-
ioner at least once each v;eek,but it can be turned over more
often.
F) Abatement
Any person who is ag ri-ved by the assessment of
a tax under the provisions of this act may apply to the tax
commissioner for an abatement at any time v/ithin three, months
afoer the date of the notice of the assessment .The tax com-
missioner then holds a hearing and if he is satisfied that the
tax is excessive in amount, or that the person as-.essed is not
subject to the tax, has the privilege of abating the tax either
in v/hole or in part.
G) p6nalties
If a person i. i-r.^uired to file a return unaer the
provisions of this act and should fail to file the return
within the prescribed time by the conditions of the act, the

sum of five dollars for every day in which the person is in
d(jfault,is addea to and becomes part of the tax, as an ad/iit-
ional tax. However, the tax comiriiasioner may, if he so discretes,
abate any such additional tax either in ./hole or in pert.
If a person files a fraudulent return he may
under certain conditions be subject to a tax or a fine, of not
less than one hundred dollars or more than ten thousand dollars
or by imprisonment for not more than one year or by imprison-
ment for not more than one year or by both such fine and im-
prisonment .

Chapter 7 Changes In The Lav/
This chapter deals with the important chan^^es
which have been made in tl'e income tax lav7,v/hich was origi-
nally passed in 1^16.
A) wn jvay 29,1922 the limitation of $1,000 was
eliminated .The reason for this was that a person with more
than one child was being penalizeo, because of this limitation,
and it v/as thought b,/ some that a great impetus would be given
to birth control c3ue to this fact.
B) An amenriment of 1952 provided that interest
1
on unpaid taxes should accrue from the due date and required
resident fiduciaries to make returns on taxable income dist-
2
ributed to inhabitants of Massachusetts .
3
C) An amendment of Iz^d'd changed the provisions
relating to verification of returns , assessment s , and abatement
made in two equal parts, one half v/ith the return and the other
half on Oct. 1 follo;/ing.
4
L) ) An amendment of 1954 ext-nded the tax on
gains over losses from purchases or sales of in angible per-
sonal property to shares of stocKs in partnerships , associat-
ions or trusts.
o
E)An amendment of lc.55 imposed a tax of 50 ^
1
Chapter 152, Acts of 1952
^Chapter 182, Acts of 1^32
Chapter 350, Acts of lt?33
^Chapter 5 3-;- Acts of 1934
Chapter 438, Acts of 1;^35
(c
upon gains realized, from the taking of property by eminent
domain within a year after the property had been ac^'uired by
1
the taxpayer , also deleted the provision allowing the deduct-
ion from j^ross income of 5^ of the assessed value of tan^'ible
property employed without the Commonwealth , also included
Federal salaries in {/ross income and exempted from tax the
dividends on shares of any partnerships , association or trust
in operation of real estate upon payment of such business of
a tax of income from their property.
3
P)An amendment in I^jIjV required the application
for abatement of taxes to be made in writing on forms ap-
proved by the commissioner.
G) An amendment of l^od changed the board of tax
5
appeals to the Appelate Tax Board, also exempted federal sal-
aries under certain conditions.
6
H) ^\n amendment in iJ'tl imposed a surtax applic-
able to the year 1942 and there after.
7
I) An amendment of 1943 required returns to be
filed with the Commissioner rather than with the Commissioner
1
Chapter '±38, Acts of 1j35
2
Chapter 489, Acts of 1935
3
Chapter 135, Act 3 of 1331
4
Chapter ±51, Acts of 10*59
5
Chapter 729, Acts of 1941
6
Chapter 45, Acts of 1943
7
Chapter 511, Acts of 1943

1
or the tax assessor at the taxpayer's option, also allowed a
$250 deciuctlon in respect of each chl.ld over IB entirely de-
pendent on the taxpayer for support because of physical or
mental disability.
2
j)An amendment of 1945 provided for the abate-
ment by the Appelate Tax Board of uncollectable taxes at any
time after tvvo years following the date they became due, also
it exempted from taxation unemployment compensation benefits
.1
both Commonwealth and Federal, Also it provided for the tax-
ation of dividends on shares in all corporations
,
j oint stock
companies , and bankin^: associations excepting certain insti-
tutions .
5
K)An amendment of 1945 exempted from taxation
interest on shares tnd savings accounts in cooperative banks
o
also it exempted from ta>;ation the service pay of non-com-
missioned oersonnel who served in '/orld ' ar 11 and e:--tended
the time of filing returns and making pa^nnent by members of
the the armed forces.
1
Chapter 511, Acts of 1^45
2
Chapter 525, Acts of 194o
Chapter 325, Acts of 1945
4
Chapter 755, Acts of lt^4o
5
Chapter 559, Acts of 1946
6
Chapter 604, Acts of 1946
c
28
L)An amendment of 1947 allowed employers a de-
duction fi'oin taxable income for payments made to a pension fund.
Exemption from tax v/as granted to employees with res.uect to
such payments made by employers , and the income from the pension
fund was also exempted froi^i taxation.
1
Chapter 4o9,Acts of 1946
c
29
Chapter 9 Important Court Deci-jions
The purpose of this chapter is to set forth a
presentation of the most important court decisions which have
been renaored and handed dovm in connection v;ith the Massach-
usetts Income Tax La.v.ijue to the large number of these cases
it vvill be necessary to avoid minute details and confine the
description to a central nature .These d-cisions have been sel-
ected with the vie-.'-/ of present in>_^ Viow the courts have con-
structed the meaning of the act since it was passed by the
legislature in
The manner in v;hich the courts interprets the
meaning of any law has a great bearing on the p.ffect iveness of
that lav/ under consideration.
1
(1) Trefy v. Garfield
This decision upheld the taxation of "rights" ,stocl-
dividends and dividends earned prior to 1^16.
2
(2) Faulkner v. Tr(:;fy
In this decision v/hich v/as made Jan. 5,1^18 it was
held the act did not apply to income received during the port-
ion of the year ijrior to death by a person who deceased in
November
.
(o) Goldman v. ''^refy
This case, known as the "Pawnbroker case ", decides
that the interest received by a pawnbroker in the course of his
227 Mass. 522
2
229 Mass. 120
3
250 Mass. 201

business may be taxed at the rate of six per cent even thou£:h
it is incoirie receive-d frc a profess '.on,employTnent , trade or
business. In subsequent lep-inlation the tax was cjianged so that
it was to be levied at the rate of one and a half pi'-^r cent.
1
(4) Maguire v. Tax Go.Hmissioner
This case decides that the income from intangible
personal property held under a testamentary trust in another
state by a trustee there taxed , therefore , is exempt from tax-
ation under the iViassachusett s Income Tax Law to the beneficiary
resident in Massachusetts ,but such beneficiary is taxable in
respect of income actually received by hiia from, such trust in
another state, and not taxed there, if such income is of the kind
that would be taxable under the I^assachusett s Income Tax Law. It
is also decided in this case that the tax imposed by the Mass-
achusetts Income Tax Law upon income received by a resident of
Massachusetts f^'om intangible personal property held for his
benefit by a trustee resident in another state, and not taxed
in such other state, is valid and doe^, not violate the Four-
teenth amendment to the Con^; t itut ion Oi:" the United States.
1
'dbO Mass. d03

(5) Briscoe and Bl&ckman v. Tax Commissioner
In this cast; it was iecided that employee
railroad companies ;i/ere tJxeiL..t Trom taxation on salaries as
governinent employees as long as the railroad companies v;ere
under £,overnment control. The decision went on to state that Fee-
eral salaries could not be considered in ae'.ermining the am.-
ount of the .;p2000 exempt ion, as originally provided in the stat-
ute .
2
(6) Vheelright v. Tax Commissioner
In this case the court decided that executors
v/ere not permitted as under provisions for trustees to make
0 eductions on account of certain expenses.
o
(7) Hart v. Tax Commissioner
This was a very important case which d cidod
that the income tax was a property tax and not an excise tax
and part of the statute requirirx;- a tax on incomes received
during the last calendar year, where the recipient becomes dom-
iciled in Massachusetts after January 1 and on or before June
50 following the year of receipt of the income is unconstitut-
ional .
4
(8) Brovm v. Henry F. Long
In this case it was decided that the gain from
the sale of intangible personal property under section 5 (c)
of the law should be calculated in such a manner so that the
gain should not be more than the excess of sale price over cost.
1 2 5 4
256 Mass. 201 240 Mass. 584 241 Mass. 57 242 Mass. 242

Even where purchased or otherwise acquired prior to January 1,
1916 and the value of that date is less than the cost. This
decision necessitated a revision of the rules in force since
the beginning of the operation of the law relative to the com-
putation of gains and losses, and made the practice of
Massachusetts conform to the Federal practice in this respect.
1
(9) Moulton V, Henry P. Long, Commissioner
In this case the court held that no tax could be assessed
on a profit from the transferral of a lease containing an op-
tion for purchase.
2
(10) Loevy v. Commissioner
This case holds that the "taxable ^/ear" is not divisible,
and if a person becomes a resident in Massachusetts at any time
prior to January 1, he must report in his return v\^.ich must be
filed between January 1 and March 1 in the year following his
income for the whole of the prior calendar year.
(11) Bingham v. Commissioner
This is the case in which the principle was established
that in computing the gains or losses from purchases or sales
of intangible personal property by executors the cost is to be
taken as the actual value of such property on the date of the
death of the testator.
4
(12) Kennedy v. Commissioner
^243 Mass, 129
^245 Mass. 174
^249 Mass. 79
4
256 Mass. 426

This case overruled the Loevy case and held that the "tax
year" was divisible and since the tax is a property tax a per-
son becoming a citizen during the taxable year can only be
taxed for income received after becoming an inhabitant,
1
(13) Van Heusen v. Commissioner
This case deals with the sale of assets to a corporation
wherein the shares of stock of the new corporation are accepted
in payment for the assets of the old corporation, constituted a
sale, but since the stock of the new corporation was not dealt
in on the market no ascertainable profit from such sale could
be found to have been received until a sale of the stock took
place
•
2
(14) Rockwood V, Commissioner
Here the court held that taxation of income in the form
of royalties for the use of patents issued by the Federal Gov-
ernment, constitutes a tax on the royalties, in violation of
the principles of the Federal Constitution, and accordingly
that such royalties are not taxable. This decision was over-
ruled in 1932 by the United States Supreme Court in the "Fox
Film" Case,
3
(15) Parker v. Commissioner
This decision held that the only profit taxable at the
time of sale is the difference between the value on the date of
1
257 Mass. 522
2
257 Mass, 572
3
258 Mass. 379

receipt and the amount received at the time of sale. This re-
sults In the complete exemption from any tax on the value of
the stock when received as a dividend and later sold,
1
(16) Hayes v. Commissioner
This case Involves the classification of Income received
for the Issuance of credit orders for the purchase of clothing.
The court held that It was not Interest but rather an addition
to the sale of the goods,
2
(17) Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company v. Commissioner
In this case the court upheld the taxation of dividends
received In liquidation In excess of par value of the stock,
3
(18) ^Vhlpple V. Tax Commissioner
In this case the Supreme Court ruled that the lower court
justice erred In Including In the definition of "business" an
occupation In which a person Is engaged with the hope or ex-
pectation of conferring a benefit upon himself or others saying
that this definition goes beyond the meaning of the statute,
and affirms as an essentially correct statement of the law that
"business" is a word of large signification and denotes that
which occupies the time, attention and labor of men for the
purpose of a livelihood or profit, although it need not be the
sole occupation or employment,
4
(19) Bacon v. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
^261 Mass, 522
2
262 Mass, 1
3
263 Mass, 476
4
266 Mass, 547

This case concerns the judicial interpretation of the
meaning of an "annuity". Mr. Bacon sold his business and was to
receive ^52,000 per year as long as he lived. The court held
that these payments made to Mr. Bacon satisfy every element of
an annuity as generally understood and further observes that if
the complainant had sold his interest in the firm for cash and,
paid the entire sum thus received to an insurance company for
the purchase of an annuity there could he no doubt that the pay-
ment made to him each year as a result of such a trf?nsaction
would be an annuity, and that this would differ in no essential
from the rights of the complainant under his contract with his
partners
•
1
(20) Williams vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
In this case the court held that the trust wa^ engaged in
a single business of which the sale and rental of real estate
was but different phases, and goes on to say that if rents
received by the trust are not taxable as business income and
are not to be included in gross income the trust may deduct
all from the profit realized from a sale of part of its
property, all of its expenses in connection with the renting of
the property as well as S'^ of the assessed value of all the
property owned by the trust and used in its business.
2
(21) Allen vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Tf^xation
1
272 Mass. 249
2
272 Mass. 502
€
Here the court held that the sale of rights are acquired
otherwise than by purchase and accordingly the cost must be
taken at the value thereof on the date when it was acquirp*d,
1
(22) Hut chins vs. Commissioner of Corporation and Taxation
In this case the court found that sir© e the testator
died a resident of New York, and that the laws of that state
establish a situs for taxation in New York, anr] that there is
no room for a situs of the same property for taxation within
this Commonwealth,
2
(23) Dodge vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
This case involved the taxability as a dividend of the
one half share of Pullman Incorporated paid to shareholders of
Pullman Company as part of reorganization plan. The court held
that in essence and in truth it was a dividend.
(24) First National Bank of Boston v. Commissioner of Corpora-
3
tions and Taxations
This was an appeal from, an assessment of a tax of 3^^ upon
gains realized from the sale of intangible pergonal property by
a trustee. The court held that while he had not revoked the
trust, he had the power to do so and that sales made by the
!
trustees were sales m.ade by him and that the gain was to be
computed from the cost to the donor and not from the vslue of
ii
^
272 Mass. 422
2
273 Mass. 187
i
3
274 Mass. 583

the securities, on the day the securities were turned over to
the trustees, as maintained by the commissioner,
1
(25) DeBlols vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
In this case the court held that a tax upon the income of
real estate was a tax upon the real estate itself and as real
estate was then hearing a heavy local tax upon its fair cash
value, an income tax upon the net rentals was double taxation.
The court said that it hod been the polic3'- General Court
to scrupulously avoid double taxation on real estate in forming
statutes, and that words of unmistakable purport would be needed
to express a legislative purpose to impose such double taxation.
They held that section 22 clearly intended to exempt rents re-
ceived from real estate.
(26) The First National Bank of Boston vs. Commissioner of
2
Corporations and Taxation
In this case the testatrix died a resident of Vermont,
and claimed that the property involved had a situs there in Ver-
mont, being subject to the property tax there, and that Massa-
chusetts had no authority to tax. The Commissioner contended
that the tax was on the beneficiary who was a resident of
Massachusetts and the tax properly assessed under Creneral Law
Chapter 62 section 10. The court decided in favor of the
Commissioner,
1
276 Mass. 437
2
279 Mass. 168
€
1
(27) Ness vs. Goiraniss loner of Corporations and Taxation
This was a domicile case Involving change of residence
to Florida, Mr. Ness had formed the Intention of taking up
legal residence in Florida; hut did not arrive in Florida until
January of the following year. "Domicile of origin or domicile
acquired remains until a new one is acquired" so that the court
held that the new domicile did not become effective until
actual arrival in the new place.
2
(28) Crocker vs. Commissioner of Corporations end Taxation
In this case it was contended that In computing the cost
of stock acquired partly by purchase and partly by stock divi-
dends, that a value should be given to the shares acquired by
stock dividends. The Commissioner maintained that the law was
clear and that the actual cost should be divided over the num-
ber of shares acquired by stock dividends. The court found in
favor of the Commissioner,
3
(29) Madden vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
In this case Madden contended that in the acquisition of
stock through the exercise of "rights" that to the actual cash
subscription should be added the value of the "rights". The
court held that by turning over the cash for the par value of
the stock to the corporation accompanied by the surrender to the
1
279 Mass. 569
2
280 Mass. 238
5
280 Mass. 321

corporation of certain rights, Ip. in substance and effect a
purchase of the shares of stock from the corporation. Decision
was made in favor of Madden.
1
(30) Tirrell vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
This case decided that the income of property held in
trust is not taxable as an annuity even the whole or any part
of the payments to the beneficiaries is in the form of an
annuity.
2
(51) Wellman vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
This case involved the sale by the Vacuum Oil Company of
all its assets to the Standard Oil Company of New York, payment
being taken in shares of the latter com.pany after an increase
in the capital stock and a change in name to the Socony-Vacuum
Corporation. It was held that the transaction constituted a
dividend in liquidation to the stockholders of the Vacuum Oil
Company and that the amount in value received by them over the
value of their old stock was taxable as a dividend. Decision
was for the Commissioner.
3
(32) Commissioner vs. Simmons
This case involves the validity of a tax on income re-
ceived by David A. Simmons upon his reaching the age of 21. The
issue raised was whether accumulations of income received by
1
287 Mass. 464
2
289 Mass. 131
3
292 Mass. 507
c
the trustees and paid to Simrons were taxable. It was held that
which the trustees transferred to Sirranons was paid to him as a
legacy and not income. The decision was found in favor of
David A. Simmons.
1
(35) Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation vs. Hornhlower
Thip ^a.Te decide'i that losses from "bad marp:in accounts
by stockbrokers are bad de'bt^ of principal and are not deduc-
tible from income.
(34) Boston Safe Deposit r.nd "^rust Com.pany vs. Commissioner of
2
Corporations ard Taxation
This case decided that dividends in liquidation paid to a
stockholder in liquidation for cumulative preferred -^tock by a
corporation which had no surplus and no accumulated income or
profits were a distribution of capital even though such stock-
holder received an amount in excess of the original par value of
his preferred stock.
3
(35) Brink vs. Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation
This case decided that under the Constitution and the
then existent Income Tax Law of Massachusetts, stock dividends
could be taxed as income and that the Constitution of the United
States in this respect did not impose a limitation upon the
taxing powers of this Commonwealth.
1
296 Mass. 201
2
298 Mass. 263
3
299 Mass. 280
<9
(36) The United States Trust Company vs. Commissioner of Corp-
1
orations and Taxation
This case decided that the retroactive part of St. 1933
c307 sec. 9 was valid and did not violate the due process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States. The case further decided that there is no de-
duction from an income tax of ^he amount paid for a succession
tax, A dividend in liquidation is taxable upon the excess over
the corporation's shares and not upon the excess over the value
pla6ed on such shares for inheritance tax purposes.
2
(37) Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation vs. Baker
In this case it was decided that the remainder interest
under the will of a resident testatrix were continp;ent and that
the executors were properly taxed as "being income accumulated
in trust for unhorn or unascertained persons or persons with un-
3
certain interests upon excess of gains over losses made "by
them from the purchases or sales of intangible personal property.
4
(38) Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation vs. Dalton
In this case it was decided that payments made to a wife
through a non-resident trustee under a separation agreement
1
299 Mass. 296
2
303 Mass. 600
3
General Law (Ter. Ed.) c62 sec. 9 and 10
4
304 Mass. 260

42.
while not alimony were in the nature of alimony, and therefore
were not taxable income received by the wife within the scope
1
of the law,
2
(39) Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation vs, Eaton
In this case it was decided that the interest of an in-
habitant of Massachusetts in the income received by a non-
resident trustee, under the will of a non-resident testatrix
was vested and that any income received by such inhabitant from
such trustee was taxable, when received under the provisions of
5
the law,
1
General law (Ter. Ed.) c62 sec. 11
2
304 Mass. 147
3
General Law (Ter. Ed.) c62 sec. 11
i
Chapter 9 Report Of The Commissioner of Taxation (1916-1948)
It seemed that the best manner of finding out the results
and operation of the income tax law of 1916 under the circum-
stances would be obtained by examining the reports which are
made annually by the Commissioner of Taxation end Corporations
to the legislature of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
1916
The income tax law was enacted during the latter part of
May of this year. 3iro e this law was not to go into operation
until the following year (1917) most of the report for this
year concerning the income tax law dealth with the preparations
which were being made for administering the law efficiently
when it would take effect.
The Tax Commissioner reported at the end of the fiscal
year November 30, 1916, that the income tax division of the Tax
Commissioner's department was in the process of formation. It
was decided to be most feasible and desirable to divide the
state into eight income tax districts and to place an income
tax assessor with two or more deputies in charge of administer-
ing the income tax law in each district. The districts were
comprised of the following territories :
-
First District, Essex County, Second District, Middlesex
County, Third District, Suffolk County, Fourth District,
Norfolk and Plymouth Counties. Fifth District, Bristol,
Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket Counties, Sixth District,
Worcester County. Seventh District, Franklin and Hampshire
c
Counties. Eighth District, Berkshire and Hampden Counties.
The income tax division of the Tax Commissioner » s depart-
ment undertook a vigorous campaign in the summer and fall of
1916 to promulgate the income tax law throughout the common-
wealth v/ith the intention and purpose of infomlng and educat-
ing the people of the state as thoroughly as possible as to
just what was required of them in order to fulfill the require-
ments of the income tax law.
One method which was employed to accomplish this purpose
was to furnish the various newspapers of the state with a \Aeekly
column and sometimes more frequently, which was concerned with
setting forth a presentation in a popular fashion of some
particular feature of the income tax law as well as and to-
gether with its chief requirements.
The department also compiled an extensive information
file which was collected from all available sources in order to
enable them to check up on the returns which were to be miP.de in
the following year as well as in future years and to guide it
in requiring returns from those who have not yet learned of the
requirements of the act. As was describee) previously this is
a great advantage which is enjoyed due to the fact that the
state, acting as a central collecting agency for the various
towns and cities, finds itself in a much more opportune posi-
tion to know or ascertain the reliability as well as the
accuracy and correctness of the returns which are made,
"In the country at large and in Massachusetts
also, some 75 per cent, of all taxes assessed
c
upon property Is assessed upon real estate.
In Massachusetts this percentage will, in
the future, be much larger owing to the
fact that pursuant to the provisions of
Chapter 269, of the general acts of 1916,
intangible personal property becomes
exempt and will no longer appear on the
municipal valuation and tax lists."
The above statement will give some impression to the
reader of the great amount of personal intangible property
which has been able to escape and evade taxption with the exist-
ing methods prior to the enactment of the income tax law in
1916. This was pointed out and described in greater detail in
an earlier section of this thesis so a more minute description
will not be given at this time. However, it seemed tha.t this
fact Was deserving and worthy of passing mention again.
1917
This wa.^! the first year that the law was in operation,
although the act v/as passed by the legislature of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts the previous year it did not become
effective until 1917. As a consequence a large part of the re-
port of the Tax Commissioner for this year deals with the m.any
complex problems of administration which would naturally arise
at the commencement of attempts to administer a law of this
nature
•
Prior to the passage of the 1916 income tax law there had
been no incom.e tax lav/ as such in the commonwealth, although
many types of income were taxed under the general property tax
and under various other special tax laws. This law concerning

the tax on incomes was applicable to only certain types of In-
comes. It is not whot could be called a general income tax as
the federal income tax is sometimes referred to as.
It is not something to be marveled at that the people of
Massachusetts were quite commonly befuddled and confused con-
cerning the manner in which the law was to operate and the pre-
cise relationship which was applicable to them as inhabitants
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in regard to the income
tax law of 1916.
The Tax Commissioner was aware of the situation in which
the people found themselves. As a result even more Intensive
methods were adopted at the beginning of the fiscal year which
was November 50, 1916. All the attempts to publicize the law
were continued in the same manner as had been previously
adopted and efforts were redoubled along new lines. The depart-
ment continued to prepare and publish newspaper articles. Many
of the taxpayers problems were solved by means of correspon-
dence which the department carried on in order to answer the
questions which were posed to them. Among the newer additional
methods which the department adopted and maintained was the
establishment of a Speaker's Bureau late in 1916 in order to
properly advise all taxable persons of the requirements of the
law. The Tax Commissioner's report states that several hundred
addresses were delivered throughout the commonwealth either by
members of the department or volunteers contributing their ser-
vices. In addition to these efforts already mentioned a large

number of bulletins which Interpreted the law In popular form
were distributed widely, sjid mpny notices were furnished to
banks and similar institutions in order that they might be
distributed to their respective clients and members.
A majority of the returns were filed by mail. Towards
the end when the deadline for the filing of returns was
approaching much congestion resuU ed from the fact that a large
number of individuals desired to obtain an irt erview in order
that they might make inquiries concerning a part or parts of
the act.
The report states that approximately 183,000 returns
were filed on or before March 1. The results of a large number
of these returns were quite disappointing and unsatisfactory
due to the fact that so many were exceedingly incomplete and
inaccurate in form. As a consequence in many instances it was
found necessary to require the remailing of the forms back to
the taxpayer for correction or completion. The report stptes,
"a very large percentage of the persons
filing showed much carelessness in the
preparation of the returns, and in many
cases there was a complete indifference
to the requirements of the departm.ent
.
These defects resulted in a further bur-
den on the department in its first year,
which we believe will not arise as
acutely hereafter."
As a result of the efforts of the tax department 9,000
returns of delinquents had already been filed and. it was esti-
mated from their records that at least 10,000 more would be
received after they had completed their work.

The procedure which is employer! by the department In
their investigations is very interesting. These investigations
are carried on in order to determine the verification of the
returns which are filed. The department employs the four fol-
lowing methods in conducting their investigations: (1) corres-
pondence (2) interviews with the taxpayer (3) formal examina-
tion under oath, (4) the auditing of hooks of accounts.
The report states,
"The first two methods are emploj^ed in re-
turns indicating inaccuracy or a misunder-
standing of the law, while examination
under oath are reserved for suspected cases
of fraud."
It is very facinating to note the results of some of
these investigations which have been produced according to the
report of the Tax Commissioner. In some cases,
"an auditor has produced in a single day's
work an additional tax in excess of his
own salary for the whole year. Special
investigations such as on the returns
of fiduciaries, revealed omissions yield-
ing additional taxes in excess of '^25,000;
as to the returns of stock dividends,
yielding approximately ''|;75,000; as to the
returns of stock dividends on such stock
as Amoskeag, Pepperell, the express com-
pany, Mackay, etc. yielding over "^'^20,000
have amply justified the expense and labor
entailed, as well as the slight in con-
venience placed npon these classes of tax-
payers."
Many claims have been investigated which have involved
the claims of non-residence. In many instances those persons
who ha.ve been adjudged inhabitants of Massachusetts, have ac-

quiesced to the decision made "by the department. Some of the
cases which were still pending when this report was turned in
may eventually yield an enormous amount of taxes. Here again
the state department of taxation finds itself in a much better
position to carry on this line of work than the individual
localities could, with results which may turn out to be very
promising.
Another salient feature v/hich is connected to every tax
is the cost of administration. Adam Smith proposed four maxima
with regard to taxes in general. The fourth one that he pro-
posed Was that of economy in collection. He says,
"Every tax ought to be so contrived as both
to take out and to keep out of the pockets
of the people as little as possible, over
and above what it brings into the public
treasury of the state. A tox may either
take out or keep out of the pockets of the
people a gre-^t. deal more than it brings
into the public treasury, in the four fol-
lowing ways. First, the levying of it may
require a great number of officers, whose
salaries may eat up the greater part of the
produce of the tax, and whose perquisites
may impose another additional tax upon the
people. Secondly, it m.ay obstruct the in-
dustry of the people, and discourage them
from applying to certain branches of busi-
ness which might give maintainance and em-
ployment to great multitudes. \iVhile it
obliges the people to pay, it may thus
diminish, or perhaps destroy, some of the
funds which might enable them more easily
to do so. Thirdly, by the forfeitures
and other penalties which those unfortunate
individuals incur who attempt unsuccessfully
to evade the tax, it ma.y frequently ruin
them, and. thereby put an end to the benefit
which the community might have received from
the employment of their capitals
The law contrary to all the ordinary prin-
rC
oiples of justice, first creates the tempta-
tion, and then punishes those who yield to
it J and it coTranonly enhances the punishmert
too in proportion to the very circumstance
which ought certainly to alleviate it, the
I temptation to commit the crime. Fourthly,
hy subjecting the people to the frequent
visits and the odious examination of the tax
gatherers, it may expose them to unnecessary
trouble, vexation, and oppression; and though
vexation is not, strictly speeJting, expense,
it is certainly equivalent to the expense at
which every man would be willing to redeem
himself from it."-'-
The total expense the first year of collecting the income
tax in Massachusetts was !|226,356. This is equivalent to 1,86
per cent on the total assessment of "^12,140,000,
Considering the cost of administering the tax for the
first year, it would seem that this maxim of Adam Smith was
adhered to in a very precise manner. It appears that a cost
of less than two per cent is quite low for administering a tax
of this ra ture for a whole year. It remains to be seen whether
this record of the first can be maintained or even excelled*
In viewing a tax of this sort there are many variables vtfhich
have to be considered. It appears that the cost of administra-
tion is in an inverse ratio to the amount of taxes v/hich are
assessed. As the amount of the assessed taxes rise the cost of
administration decrease, and conversely as the amount of the
assessed taxes decrease, the cost of adm.inistration rises. This
is due to the fact that the costs of administration are fixed
\
I
1
Smith, Adam, The Wealth of Nations Edited by Edwin Cannan (New
York: Ramdom House, Inc., Publishers of the Modern Library
976 pp pp 778-779)

and are figured on a percentage basis.
1918
.
A greater part of the report of the Tax Commissioner for
this year dealt with many of the same problems as for the pre-
ceding year. It appears only natural that the law being of
such a complex kind cannot operate as smoothly as might be
desired in its second year. It might be well to note that the
difficulties and problems although of a similar nature were
fewer in number,
A great many more of the returns which were filed in
accordance with the law and the requirements of the department,
had been treated with much greater concern.
As a result of the investigations which the department
conducted during this year additional taxes am.ount ing to
!|124,076 have been assessed.
The cost of administration was "1208,027 which is equiva-
lent to 1,44 per cent, on total assessment of ''':14 ,400,000
.
This represents a decrease of around *)1B,000 from the first
year that the law was in operation.
The department estimates that the new income tax law
yields an excess of f'^1,000,000 over the old law.
The department felt that the people, in general, were
satisfied with the operation of the income tax law during its
second year of operation. However, they recomm-ended the dis-
continuance of certain minor features of the law which have
resulted in quite a good deal of irritation without producing
(
sufficient revenue to justify continuance,
1919
On nccoijnt <^f the iru reases in salaries and wa^es, there
was a 12 per cent, increase in the number of returns filed
over the best previous year. This increase in wages and sala-
ries was due to the inflated wages of the war year. As a con-
sequence of this increase in wages the income of a large number
of individuals was raiseri into a higher bracket in which they
were required to file a return.
This increar^e in the number of returns also had a tre-
mendous effect on the cost of administration. More employees
were hired as a result of the additional work lo?d . Additional
filing space was also necessitated because of this increase of
returns. The cost of administration amounted to !v313,679 which
is equivalent to about 2 per cent, on the total assessm.ent of
^15,300,000.
In the case decided by the Supreme Court of Wilder v. Tax
Commissioner the Court sustained the holding of the commissioner
that when the International Paper Company offer of partly cash
and partly stock of the company in settlement of an accumulated
preferred dividends was accepted, it constituted a dividend
which could, be taxed under the act.
The tax yielded a return of *14,804,907 for this year.
This was approximately a half million more than the previous
year and also more than the first year that the law had been
in operation. Thus more revenue is being derived from this

source each succeeding year,
1920
The ni.un'ber of returns for this year ajnountecl to 240,000,
This is an increase of around 20,000 over the previous year.
Some 6,500 additional returns on income, which had been
delinquent, were secured almost entirely through the work and
effort of the employees of the department.
The investigations produced an additional net gain over
expenses of !^56,481 in taxes.
The cost of administration for this year ainounted to
!|307,879 which is equivalent to about 1.8 per cent, on a total
assessment of 'f?16, 800, 000. Thus the yield seem.s to he increas-
ing each year.
1921
There were 286,000 returns filed-an increase of 46,000.
Delinquent returns numbered 13,000 and the taxes assessed on
these amounted to over ?'|;865,000. The investigations of tbe
department produced additional taxes of !'nl88,134. The cost of
administration was less than 2 per cent, of the total assess-
ment. The income tax yielded a revenue of *^14,800,000.
1922
296,218 returns were filed-an increase of around 10,000.
Delinquent returns numbered 18,499. The reason that this num-
ber is so large is that extroadinary effort was expended by the
various sections of the income tax division. *160,789 was
realized from these additional assessments. The investigations

resulted in an additional In taxes* The cost of administration
was 2«33 per cent, of the total aaaesament. This was a slight
increase over the preceding year. The yield of the income tax
,
for this year was slightly over $13,000,000.
The remaining years of the annual reports of the Cora-
mlsaioner of Corporations and Taxation are very similar except
,
for different figures for the various years and so it was
,1 deemed advisable for the sake of avoiding repetition to sum-
I
marize these figures in tables* These tables may be found at
I the end of this chapter.
The following is a comparison of the early years with
! the last several years to show the contrast in the development
I
of the administration of the Income tax law. The yield from
the tax Increased from ^12,562,194 to $37,137,808 from 1917
i
the first year that the act was in operation to the year 1948
1 the last year for which figure are available for a complete
year. The number of returns also had a very large increase.
In 1917, 183,000 returns were filed, and by 1948 this number
I
had increased to 1,044,705, With this great increase in the
yield and number of returns it was merely a natural consequence
j that the cost of administration would also increase. Thus, in
j
1918 the cost of administration was #208,027 and in 1948 it had
I
Increased to |1,036, 242. This was due not only to the great
increase in the amount of yield and in the number of returns^
ijbut also to the sharp rise in costs with which the department
Iwae confronted especially the Increase in salaries, which la a

major item in any department of the government.
By 1948 there had been quite a chenge in the kind of re-
turns which had to he filed. It is only natural thpt the forms
which would facilitate the greatest ease in handling could not
be worked out the first year. The necessity of being able to
handle these returns quickly and efficiently can not be over-
stressed. If the forms are not checked by a certain date and
a refund has to be made, the state must pay interest on the
amount of money which has to be refunded after that date. There
are now seven different forms on which income returns are filed.
They are
•
a) individual form 1
b) fiduciaries form 2 and 2B
c) partnerships form 3
d) associations etc. having transferable shares form. 3P
e) dealers in intangibles form 30
f ) clubs etc. not in business for profit 3M
The Massachusetts income tax is distributed to the
various towns, cities and districts after the amount of the
administration is deducted, and since 1933 a sum retained as
provided by Chapter 357 of the acts of 1933, The distribution
for the years 1919-1923 are summarized in table 4 at the end
of this chapter. In 1946 according to figures in Financing
1
State Government in Massachusetts , "out of a yield of
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Association, Inc.
,
Financ -
ing State Government in Massachusetts (Boston: Massachusetts
Federation of Taxpayers Association Inc. 1947 29 pp p 17
)

!|^31,869,246, ^2^*^^00,276 was distributed to cities end towns
as follows
:
4,796,776 was distributed on the basis of number
of teachers etc.
17,501,500 was distributed on the State Tax Basis
2,000 a special payment made to the to'Am of
Savoy"
Table 1 Revenue From Income Tax In Massachusetts 1917-194R
1917 !l^l2,562,194
1918 15,026,682
1919 15,692,304
1920 16,861,696
1921 14,7^1,107
1922 13,004,979
1923 14,281,959
1924 17,143,806
1925 17,^82,492
1926 21,871,776
1927 21,465,251
1928 24,220,800
1929 28,957,593
1930 32,206,083
1931 23,627,395
1932 18,909,855
1933 13,971,959
1934 14,940,014
1935 16,829,826
1936 17,758,147
1937 24,677,008
1938 23,947,430
1939 18,398,661
1940 20,292,146
1941 21,182,180
1942 24,323,794
1943 17,597,387
1944 25,144,502
1945 23,136,960
1946 30,368,924
1947 35,128,889
1948 37,137,808

Table 2 NinnlDer of Returns filed 1940-1948
454,269
492, R96
-:t-
455,147
•if
n04,557
1,044,705
Data not available
Table 3 Cost of Administration 19?7i-194R
Year Co?t Percentage of Total
Assessment
1923 ''i;32R,000 2.33
1924 461,048 2.6
1925 472,006 2.6
1926 479,504 2.2
1927 485,659 2.25
1928 514,284 2,1
1929 539,272 1.8
1930 563,877 1.7
1931 580,527 2.4
1932 573,079 3.0
1933 556,328 3.98
1934 599,194 3.59
1935 637,573 3.78
1936 675,060 3.65
1937 677,428 2.74
1938 738,328 3.08
1939 735,408 3.6
1940 672,245 3.3
1941 727,133 3.4
1942 727,494 2.9
1943 402,156
1944 775,851 3.0
1945 820,420 3.5
1946 890,007 2.9
1947 802,578 2.2
1948 1,036,242 2.9
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
]^46
1947
1948

Table 4 Distribution of Income Taxes For 1919-1923*
The following table shows the amount and the manner of the
distributions of the income tax collections for the years
1919-1923:
1919
15,409
19?^0
17,217
1921 1922 1923
14,669 12,842 14,182For distribution
Distributions To
Municipalities
Reimbursem.ent
State tax
Educational Encourap;e-
ment
Distribution To
Districts
Emergency Tax
Chapter 342, 1919
This distribution is made to the municipalities and districts
after deducting the expenses of administration.
Source various annual reports of the Commissioner of Taxation
7,077 6,290 5,503 4,71R 3,931
4,375 6,295 4,190 2,990 5,850
3,145 3,850 4,165 4,415 4,521
15 18 16 14 11
798 749 782 700
c
Chapter 10 Comparison of the Problem of Income Taxation In
Massachusetts To Those in the Other States
At the present time most of the states have some form of
an Income tax. Some tax only the income of in^ividupls, v/hile
others restrict their tax to corporations, and some tax both of
1
these, Edward Allen, in writin.f^ on this subject says,
"I'mile 33 states (including the District of
Columbia) made use of personal income taxa-
tion in 1946 tax revenues from this parti-
cular source were less than 7 per cent of
total state tax revenues."
This does not appear to be the case here in Massachusetts
as is found as an average for the country as a whole. The
Special committee on Taxation which the 1948 legislature set up
2
found that,
"Income taxes, for example, represent the prin-
cipal source of governmental revenue in
Massachusetts today, but over 95 per cent
of income tax collections are made by the
federal government, of a total of f'^^.VSS.l
million paid as individual income taxes in
Massachusetts in 1947 some ^747 ,000,000 , or
95.5 per cent, v/ent to federal tax coffers,"
so it is apparent that Massachusetts is quite a little below the
average for the country as a whole.
1
Allen, Edward D., and Brownlee, O.H,, Economics of Public Fin-
ance, (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947, 535 pp p 270}
2
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Preliminary Report of the Spe -
cial Commission on Taxation of 1948A Tax Inquiry For Massachu-
setts (Boston.! VJrTght and Potter Printing Co,, Legislative
Printers 1949 58 pp p 32)

In Massachusetts Intangibles are taxed by a flat rate.
This is not the case in ^tes where a progressive income tax
is in force. Most of the states follow the federal government
and have a progressive income tax. There are many arguments
both pro and con as to whether or not it is more favorable to
have this form of taxation. In the following paragraphs an
effort will be made to summarize the most important of these
argiiments
.
It might be well to mention at this point th^at at the tine
this thesis is being written the state legislature is consider-
ing an amendment to the constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts to be later ratified by the people of the common-
wealth if it is adopted, to have the constitution changed so
that progressive rates may be used in computing the income tax.
Laws concerning income tax are changed so rapidly and frequently,
that most anything written concerning the subject, is antiquated
almost before it is finished.
Those who favor a flat rate tax on incomes argi.i.e that
more revenue is obtained by this method than any other. The
special Commission on Taxation and Expenditures in 1938 found
1
that,
"In the country as a whole, the method of tax-
ing intangibles by a special flat rate tax on
Incomes has proved more productive of revenue
than either a classified property tax, or a
general income tax at progressively higher
rates .
"
1
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Report of the Special Commission
on Taxation and Expenditures Part llT The Tax Structure (Boetcnt"'
Wright and Potter Printing Co ., Legislative Printers 1938 p 104)

Another argument iiserl in connection with a low rate on
intangibles is that when there is a low rate on this type of
income people are much more willing to a^lmit that they possess
such revenue and as a result a great deal more intangible
property is taxed and a much higher ;yield is realized because
of this. In this manner the tax burden is able to be spread
over a great many more persons and thus the tax load seems
much lighter for a good many people as it really is. Harold
Groves is very optimistic over the low rate tr^T'^tlon on in-
1
tangibles and says,
"Low rate taxation of intangibles, now in
vogue in a number of states, probably has
improved the level of property tax ad-
ministration to some extent but not enough."
Those who argue in favor of a progressive incoiTB tax claim
that it reduces the regressiveness of local taxation. Tbe poll
tax, the general property tax and the other property taxes are
very regressive in their ver^r nature, and also that it is more
equitable as the ability that an individual has to pay taxes
does not increase at the same rate as hi? revenue increnres.
On this matter Harold aroves says,
•'Most important perhaps, is the fact that
the income tax provides the one import-
ant available progressive tax by means
of which the people of any state can
eliminate or reduce the regressivity of
their state and local tax systems."
1
Groves, Harold M., Postwar Taxation and Economic Progress (New
York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc ."7^946 450 pp p MO;
2
Groves, Harold M., Viewpoints on Public Finance, (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1947 pp p 917
;
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Chapter 11 Goncliislons
It is diffic-iilt to make s compar1..son of the yield
when each town collected the Income tax iinden the property tax
and the yield aftp^r the income tax law "became effective end
this function v/as adopted hy the state, as changes occured.This
com.p.' "^ison would not he conclusive b^' any means as the tax
would have to judred on many m.o:"e merits than merely its
yield ,nevertheless , some ll^jht should be thrown on the subject
by this comparison. An exact comparison of the results of the
act as a tax on incomes from intangibles with the yield of the
old law would be im-possible.
The old tax on capital value was yield in^^, around "8.5
million, and the income tax law produces from, this clr^ss of
property , ^^97 , 503 . In this fi,-^ure is included the loss from,
';p300 exempt 'o-i of interest and dividends ,which h^^d no place in
the old law, Thus an ellowance shoul'^. be ma^e for this loss in
a consideration of the two fi£;;ures .Similarly it is estimated
that much revenue is waived by the exemption of non-resident
beneficiaries of estates and trusts who were taxable under the
old law. If these two items , representing a total of *.2,l?3,o33
were subtracted from, the estimated yield of '""8,500,000 it would
leave "6,367,000 for comparison with -'8,597,000 raised by the
the tax on income from intangibles under the new income tax
law
.
The wealthier class, in most cases are paying more than
in the past,m.an3?- who paid nothing under the old tax law were

67>
forced to pay and share some of the tax burden ;wh51e mpny of
srnall means , through th'=' r vpvnrif- 1 o-nr; n-nnv-T rip^d y^^r f T^p pof now
given proper relief.
Many small businesses hpve benefited from th'=^ better
bookkeeping methods , vhich had to be introd.^^ced with the com-
mencement of the o:^er9tion of the law,For it is a commonly ad-
mitted fact that the cause of meny business failures , especially
among the smaller firms, is due to the lack of proper book-
keeping.
1
The tax commissioner ^e^-ls that "an equitable tax that
all can afford has been subs"*".ituted for one that was driving
wealth from the state,"
All of. the states are required by the Constit-
ution of the United States to treat non-residents in the sam.e
manner as the inhabitants of that particular state in question
are used .Fowever, some 3t:?.tes have been able to escape this
in actual practice through the device <~':Pnerally refer'-ed to as
'red tape'.Blakey and Johnson mention t>is when the^^- sa^'-,
"Many states provide for the withholding
tax from income paid non-residents cal-
culated at the highest rate of tax , re-
mitting the excess to the taxpayer if
he files a return an^^ ov,o"- ? ^^''^ller
amount due
,
There have been many proposals ^ade for changes in
1
Report of the Commissioner of 'T'axation 1917, p 19
2
Blakey R077 G.,and Johnson , Violet , State Tncom.e '^axes (New York:
Commerce Clearing House Inc. 1942 132 pp p 1^2)
(
the laws which are in vogue in the vprioua states .An ernest
endeavor will he marie st this point to describe the most im-
portant o^' these in order to indicate whet mpy b^^ expected in
the future in regard to any chan£;es in the in-'omp tax Ipws for
the several states.
The Twentieth Century Fund, which is an organization
located in New York, has made a study of* the tax problpn and
1
has proposed,
"'T'hat the constitution of the federpl
gov^ -^nment and the state governments
be amended to give legislators greater
freedom in 'defining taxable income,
particularly to enable them to taxgains
before they are realized and to
tax corporate earnir.p-s.
Many writers on the subject believe thft there
should be closer cooperation between the stpte pnd tbe federal
2
governments in re^^rd to income taxa+-.ion.P.L.Ec'ker says,
"The taxation of incomes by the federal
government and the states indepenciently
of one another and without regard for
the actions and plans of the other,
precludes the distribution of the tax
bur'^en in conformity with any pattern."
"^'ven the federal governm/-^nt agrees that the necessity
of cooperation betw-en the state and the feiieral governjnent in
this respect is lieservinr of a good dea], of consideration. The
United States Treasury department says,
1
Twentieth Centur^r Fund , Tnc
.
,
Fa c ing the Tax Problem. , ( Ne"; York:
Twentieth Century ^und , Inc
.
, 19?7 ^0*^ pn p -0)
2
Ecker ,P »L.
,
Proceedings of the Thirty ^ourtb Annual Conference
OnTaxation
,
(
"'a 'hington,D.C . 1941 81^ pp p554l
r
"Coordination in Federal and State
income tazption is of •'^irst rate
importance , for it i<=^ in this field
that mnltinle taxation threatened
(and perhaps actual ) interstate
mi{:ration,and hi.^'h compliance co^ts
p
-pp. n?' r''" i '^'ll r'' nr'Om-T -pAn-f- , "
In concluding this thesis T (-io not "'ish to claim
that Massachusetts has the best income tax law of any of the
states, for it is quite true that there is a wide diverr-pnce
amon^]: the various states as to wh-^t is gonri or hpd.'''hft ni^ht
be very appropiate for this state m.in-ht hf^ r]<^f -^\rr\.f^r\tpl for an-
other one, In p. chRnginj3 economy such as the one in which we
live, it will always be neces-nry to keep chanijlng our tax
Ipw? ,;f'07/eveT',T believe i-'^'iat we can say with quite a bit of
confidence
,
judging f"^om what is occuring in th^ Un-'tpd States
at the present time,thpt the income tax not onl ; for the sev-
eral sates but pIso for the -f^ederal govern_mf='nt as well, is be-
coming more anri more impor"t"rnt every year. "T^he various govern-
ments not only in this country ,bvt also in many of f'^e other
countries ,pre becomAng m.ore ^nd mori^ dependent upon the income
tax as their mpin <^'0 -rce of r^'-'V mie
,
'^/hether the tim.e will com.e when the income tax will be
the only tax is difficult to say, and remains to be se^n.It
would ind'^^d be unfortunate , if the other taxes were eliminated
1
TTnited States ^'-overnm'-^nt
,
FedeT^al
,
"^tate , and Local Government
Fisc al Relations
,
( Washington, D .C . United States Government
Printing Office il43 505 pp p 12)
c
altocether,neverthenf^ss
,
^'t>^. cr^n say with quite e. l?it of assur-
ance from the environment in wh?ch we live, that the other
taxes are being; r^le-^^^-^ to a very in-ignlfleant > ' '
as tlm.e ppsses.
It might be well to mention in passin^^ that the
State of Few Jersey arlopted the Massachusetts formula f'^'^ i'"*^^
income tax act,which was passed by that state In 1945.'
does not provo tq-tj. py^j m.eans that the Massachusetts tax is sup-
erior to that of all t>^e other states or p^ven r-^nst of i-.in*=>Tn,but
it does indicate that it is an excellent tax lav of its type,
Massachusetts has h?d an income -i-ax of so'^e T^rt
continously since t>^e ooionial days and becausp* of this ^reat
amount of experience , is in a f'pvorable po^'ition to give a
^reat deal of assistance to =?ome of the ot-her states,which
have not had as much experience.
r
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Abstract
The h-'.story of the !' as ^achusett 3 income tax dates
back to the epvlj laws of the Massachusetts Bay Colony .Massach-
usetts is the only state that has had some kind of partial in-
come tax in effpct continously since the early colonial r'-eriod.
Some authors have found that the income tax antec^Heg the
Christian era and there might have been one in Ef^ypt as early
as '^000 B.C. . In the United States a federal inco^-^e tax v/as
imposed in IB'nS and afsin in V^9'i-,hn^- nr>--t.n1- ^p^ not
become effective until 1913.
Many of the sm.rller towns levied a very low tax rate on
intangible personal property. In the larper cities the tax rate
on this kind of property was rather '^ifh in cnm.parison to that
which existed in the smaller tovms.As a consequence , it ',vas a
comm.on practice for wealthy in-iividupls to establi'^'h residence
in these smaller places in or^^^^r to escppe the hirh taxation
of the cities.The day befo-'^e the tax was due they -"ould parti-
cipate in a ^!3reat exodus '^rom. the '"ity to the place of their
sumjner dwellin^^ and return the followinp; nipht.'^he purpose of
the Massachusetts income +-ax ^"a<='. primarily to eliminate this
evil practice and not that of raising; revenue.
"^he state is in much better position to collect
the tax on intan^-ible personal propert-- '"or the various towns
and cities.Their facilities are larger to a great, and in m.any
instan'^'^^s the methods that they employ are much more re:f'ined
in accomplishing this undertaking.

There were °if^vernl early at^ emptg at ref^orrn In re-
gard to the p"operty tax in Massachuaett 3 . Tn 1^P>P a Ir
enacteri ,^7hich made it mandatory for the savings banks to pp;^ p
tax on their deposits. Tn lBf=)4 a siinilar la'.v was pas sed ,vrhich
introduced a tax on the capital stock in IVIassach'isett s corpor-
ations .These t'vo laws exeinpte d taxpayers from their former ob-
ligation. In IBRl a ^special law \"93 passed roverninc' the tax on
mortgages on taxahle T-'assPchusetts realty.
Personal earnings over -"P^OOO ( faculty-income )8nd
stocks,bonds and notes were taxed under the general pro'^p'^t-r
tax prior to 191^ when the income tax law was passed.
Before an income tax law could he passed for the
Comm.onwealth of T.'a ssachusett =^ it was necessary to m.pke Fn
amendm.ent to ti-R constitution .On May 15,1.^1^ the State Legi-
slatureadopted an amen^'ment to t>ie Stpte Constitution, striking
out the word proportional in relation to taxatlon.Tn T^fovember
of 191.S the people app-^oved p.nd ratified the forty-fourf^ am-
endment to the constitution of this commonwealth.
The Massachusetts income tax is usuallj'- referred to as
a partial or classified incom.e tax.'T^he following; types of income
are tax'=iri :( 1 ) interest from, bond , notes ,money at interest, and
from all deb^s due the person to b*=' ^" axed, we re taxed at the rat
of ^ per cent ; ('?)personal earninf^s over ''^2,000 "'ere to be
tpxed pt the rste o-^ 1-?; per cent r ( -"^ )pro-Pits from the sal^ of in-
tangibles 'Vere to bf=^ +'?xei at th'^ ' "f 5 Der cent.

The following deductions are permitted tD^bts , except
those "Vhich are secured by mortgage or pledge of real estate
or tangible personal propertytdebts owed by other persons.
Tn re^^ard to the mskin'^' of retu^ns,e-"-' • ^
u^.l of the cominonwealth , including;: every Partnershi: ,\ 'or
or trust, whose annual income from all sources exceeds two
thousan-^s of rion^i'-'s mn^t n^.^fVp out p. -eturn of his entire in-
come annually.
The tax commissioner is obli.'^ed to determine the
income of every individual who is to be taxed unde-^ tbp a^t and
asses? the am.ount of the tax provided by thi=5 inc^
1916. Any person, who is af^p-rieve'i by the asses '^ment
under the provisions o^^ this act may apply to the tax com-
missioner ^or an abatement.
If a person fails to file a return within the time
prescribed, the sum of fiv^ dollars for every day during: which
this person is in default is added to and becomes part of the
tax.
The most important change in the act has been the
imposition of a 501 tax upon gains realized from, the taking
of property by em.inent domain within a year after the prop-
erty hai been acquired by the taxpayer.
For th'3 purposes of admini'^.tration the state "/as
divided into eight districts with an incom.e tax asses='Or and
and two or m.ore deputies in char ^ ^ m' ^ -t- 9 • -pr- i-bp 'nooTne
tax law in each districts.
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The nuinber returns ^lled has increased from. l^^jOOO
in 1917 to over a million in 194«. During- these seme years the
amount o<^ revenue increased from 12 to .'^7 million -dollars .The
cost of administration nlso increaseri during these yeprs. The
cost of administration in 1917 was ?*.2^!6,rS56 ."^his is equivalent
to 1.R6 per cent on the total assessment of '•''•12,1^0,000. In
1948 the cost of administrat ion v/as slin-htly over one million
lollars.This was equivalent to 2.9 per cent of the total assesap
men^- .The percentage o^ cost to total as-^es^ment varies with
the am.ount of the asse=isment ,which in turn varies with bus-
iness conditions and employment . In 19,'^2,for example, +-he per-
centage of cost to total asses^'ment increased to .'^.98 per cent
due to the low yield on account of the depression,which swept
the count r.r at that tine.
The department of taxation m.ain+-ains an investi-
gation section in or^ier to veri-f'y +"he returns made by in^'ivid-
uals.A ^reat amount of revenue is obtained through these in-
vestigations , which otherwise would be lost to the common-
wealth.These investigations pay for themselves many times over
and above t' eir cost.
In 1946 ."^^^ other states (including the District of
Columbia )made use of personal income taxation. Some tax only the^
of individuals , while others restrict their tax to corporations,
and some tax both of these. In 1946 tax r^^venues from, personal
income taxation in /imerican states amounted to l^ss than 7 per
cent of total state tax revenues.
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It is difficult to make a conparison of the
amount o^ revenue obtplneri under the income tp,y. act of l^^l*^
with that obtained under the old la"/. Nevertheless , it is esti-
matedthat the difference is approximately a little less then
2 million dollars more un^^er +-he new law of 191"^.
The weaH"hier class, in most cases are payinp; more
than in the past,npny -"/ho paid nothinp; un-ier the old tax law
were forced to nay and sh^re some of the tax burden: while
many of sm.all means
,
through the ^•^-'^-r+- ' t^>- o t7
h
r- -t v
- -t-i^r. pct,
are nov/ given ^he p-'-op^r relief.
M^ny small busines=ies have benefitted from the better
bookkeeping methods ,^^'hich had to be introduced with the com-
mencem.ent of the operation of the law.Many small firms fail due
to im.prope r bookke^^^ping
.
The tax commi-sioner fe'^^ls that an equitable tax
that all can afford ha"? be"n substituted for one that was
driving v/ealth from, th^^ state .



